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3.5.57 

Fixes: 

1. Fixed the abnormal connection problem when IPSEC creates multiple IKEv1 

tunnels. 

2. Fix the file descriptor leak in the link backup service, resulting in abnormal 

function. 

3. Fix SIP failure due to UDP connection timeout, UDP timeout time is changed 

from 30 seconds to 60 seconds, UDP flow timeout time is changed from 60 

seconds to 300 seconds. 

4. Fix the port in NAT page to be filled with illegal characters, and the pop-up 

window is in English at Chinese version. 

5. Fix the problem that the DHCP pool will not change according to the range of 

the subnet mask. 

6. Fixed the problem that DNS can be edited directly on the first visit to the DHCP 

page. 

7. Fixed the problem that IPsec will fail when input Chinese in connection detection 

parameters. 

8. Repaired the front-end verification error problem in virtual IP mapping when 

source address is deleted. 

Updates: 



1. Added WLAN Radius authentication password display button. 

2. Extended the max length of DTU Server Address domain name to 256. 

 

3.5.56 

Updates: 

1. System will not verify the	complexity of password when import config file. 

2. Optimized the procedure to check IPsec connection status 

3. Support to get MDN of SIM card in FQ02, FQ33, FQ38, FQ39 

4. Support to broadcast ARP of LAN IP address when device starts up or LAN IP 

changes (GARP) 

5. Protect system key. 

Fixes: 

1. Fixed the problem that cannot import config file when IPsec is under restart 

status, (ipsec_tunnel_action=restart) 

2. Fixed error when operate command 'nvram commit ' 

3. Fixed verify problem if not configure GARP in LAN page and save the settings 

4. Fixed the problem that source port will not work if source address is 0.0.0.0 in 

DTU 

5. Fixed vulnerability Talos-2022-1518,	Talos-2022-1519,	Talos-2022-

1520,	Talos-2022-1521,	Talos-2022-1522,	Talos-2022-1523. 

https://inhandnetworks.com/upload/attachment/202210/25/InHand-PSA-2022-

02.pdf	 


